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A Fast High-Order Solver for EM Scattering from Complex
Penetrable Bodies: TE Case

Oscar P. Bruno and Alain Sei

Abstract—We present a new high-order integral algorithm for the
solution of scattering problems by heterogeneous bodies under TE
radiation. Here, a scatterer is represented by a (continuously or dis-
continuously) varying refractive index ( ) within a two-dimensional
(2-D) bounded region; solutions of the associated Helmholtz equation
under given incident fields are then obtained by high-order inversion
of the Lippmann–Schwinger integral equation. The algorithm runs in

( log( )) operations, where is the number of discretization
points. Our method provides highly accurate solutions in short computing
times, even for problems in which the scattering bodies contain complex
geometric singularities.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic (EM) scattering, iterative methods, non-
homogenous media.

I. INTRODUCTION

We present a new high-order integral algorithm for the solution
of problems of electromagnetic (EM) scattering requiringtwo-di-
mensional(2-D) integration. We restrict ourselves to the simplest
EMs problem in which 2-D singular integrals occur: scattering by
a 2-D heterogeneous body under TE polarized radiation. A basic
element in our method is the use of truncated Fourier expansions of
the Green function of the problem. The logarithmic point-singularities
of the Green function manifest themselves, in the finite Fourier
approximations, as singular arcs inside the integration domain; see (3).
Such singularity distributions allow for computation of the required
2-D integrals by means of simple 1-Dhigh-order integrators. The
algorithm is fast: it runs inO(N log(N)) operations, whereN is
the number of discretization points. It can be applied to general
configurations, including scatterers in which the refractive index
varies discontinuously. An example is provided of a highly singular
scattering configuration containing cusps, for which solutions with
errors of order10(�5) are obtained in a 13-s computation on a desktop
computer. Thus, the performance of the present algorithm in general
cases improves by many orders of magnitude over that exhibited by
other methods available at present.

Our approach is related to the well-knownk-space method [1],
which is based on representation of the solution by its Fourier trans-
form, in cartesian coordinates, in all of space. In this case, truncation
of the Fourier transform at wavenumbersK leads to errors of the order
of 1=K, and thus, the error in thek-space method is of order one in
the mesh-size (compare analysis and numerical results given in [4]).
Our method takes advantage of the highly accurate approximations
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provided by Fourier series in the periodic case, and it thus achieves
the claimed high-order accuracy, see Section IV.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We consider a scattering configuration in which a bounded scat-
terer
 is contained within a radiusR from the origin; the relevant
nondimensional size is given by�R = 2�R=�. The refractive index
n(x) varies arbitrarily in
 andn(x) = 1 outside the scatterer. Thus,
settingm(x) = 1 � n2(x), for jxj > R we haven(x) = 1 and
m(x) = 0. For a given incident fielduinc, the total fieldu, equal to
the sum ofuinc and the scattered fieldus, is a solution of Helmholtz’s
equation�u+�2n2(x)u = 0 or, alternatively, a solution of the Lipp-
mann–Schwinger integral equation

u(x) = u
inc(x)�

i�2

4 


H
1
0 (�jx � yj)m(y)u(y)dy (1)

whereH1
0 is the Hankel function of the first kind; see, e.g., [2]. We

solve this equation by the iterative technique GMRES [3], which re-
quires repeated evaluations of the right-hand side (RHS) of (1) for given
inputsu. The accuracy of the calculation is limited by that of the inte-
gral evaluations; thus our focus on high-order singular quadrature rules.

III. N UMERICAL METHOD

Our algorithm is based on use of the addition theorem, which pro-
vides a mean to integrate to high order the singular integrand in (1). We
thus use polar coordinatesx = aei andy = rei� so that the integral
on the RHS of (1) becomes

K[u](a;  ) =�
i�2

4

R

0

rdr
2�

0

�H1
0 (�jae

i � re
i�j)m(r; �)u(r; �) d�: (2)

Expanding the kernel in (2) via the addition theorem for the Hankel
function

H
1
0 (�jae

i � re
i�j) =

+1

`=�1

J`(a; r)e
i`( ��)

J`(a; r) = J`(�min(a; r))H1
` (�max(a; r)) (3)

and introducing the Fourier series expansionK[u](a;  ) =
1

`=�1 K`[u](a)e
i` we then obtain the expression

K`[u](a)

= �
i�2

4

R

0

J`(a; r)rdr
2�

0

m(r; �)u(r; �)e�i`� d� (4)

which is a centerpiece of our algorithm. The discontinuities ofm

are the only obstacles to high-order integration in�. To deal with
such discontinuities we approximatem by a truncated Fourier series
mF (a;  ) = F

`=�F m`(a)e
i` . For finite F , mF provides a

smooth approximation ofm and therefore allows for high-order�
integration. (As our numerical results demonstrate, extremely accurate
approximations of near fields and far fields can be obtained for
relatively small values ofF ; this fact is what makes our approach
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Fig. 1. A scattering configuration and its far-field pattern.

TABLE I
ERRORS ANDTIMINGS FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF FIG. 1:N = 3 AND �R = 3 SHOWING A LINEAR DEPENDENCE OFINTEGRATION

TIMES AND OVERHEADM � N

viable.) Analogously, we defineuM(r) = M

l=�M u`(r)e
i`� ,

I
F;M

` (r) =
2�

0
mF (r; �)uM(r; �)e�i`� d� and

K
F;M

` [u](a) = �
i�2

4

R

0

J`(a; r)I
F;M

` (r)rdr: (5)

Now we note that the integrand definingIF;M` (r) is a periodic regular
function of�. Thus, the� integration can be performed by means of the
trapezoidal rule, which, in addition to being exponentially accurate, can
be evaluated with a reduced operation count by means of the FFT. Our
integration problem now reduces to evaluation of radial integrals via
high order quadrature. To compute the integral in (5) we note that

K`[u](a) =H
1
` (�a)

min(a;R)

0

J`(�r)I
F;M

` (r)rdr

+ J`(�a)
R

min(a;R)

H
1
` (�r)I

F;M

` (r)rdr: (6)

We assumeIF;M` (r) is differentiable to a sufficiently high order. This
is not a restrictive condition since appropriate changes of variables can
be used to resolve the singularities that may occur in this function. The
radial integration algorithm we have devised is based on polynomial
interpolations. To evaluateK`[u] we divide the radial integration do-
main in a numberNi of interpolation intervals. Within each interval
u`(r) is interpolated by a polynomial of degreeNp � 1, thus yielding
errors of orderhN for a mesh size of orderh. For adequate values of
Np direct integration of these polynomials provides accurate approxi-
mations ofK`[u]. The overall complexity of the method isN log(N),

where callingNr = Ni(Np � 1) + 1 the number of points in the dis-
cretizations for ther variable,N = NrM . (Note that the angular dis-
cretization parameterN� does not appear explicitly in this complexity
estimate: the numberM of Fourier modes is used instead.)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have produced solutions for a large class of scattering config-
urations, including smooth scatterers as well as scatterers with singu-
larities such as corners and cusps. In the case of a circular cylinder
where analytical solutions are available, double-precision accuracies
were obtained in short computing times. A nontrivial comparison with
an exact solution as discussed below is also presented, showing conver-
gence consistent with that obtained in the more complex cases. In what
follows we present calculations for one of the most challenging geo-
metric configurations we have treated, containing discontinuities and
cusps in the distribution of refractive index, see Fig. 1. We first show
results for low values of the refractive index,n2 = 2, and then, fol-
lowing [4], for the much larger valuen2 = 72. In fact there is no limit
to the complexity of the problem that can be treated provided appro-
priate discretizations are utilized; see Table I. All the reported computa-
tions were performed on a single-processor 200-MHz Silicon Graphics
R-10000 desktop computer.

We thus consider the scattering configuration depicted in Fig. 1,
formed by 12 touching circles of refractive indexn, 8 of radius 0.5,
and 4 of radius 0.25, in such a way that the smallest circle containing
the scatterer has radiusR = 3. The cusps in this geometry are well
known to present severe difficulties to other algorithms. For such a dis-
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continuous refractive index it is necessary to use Fourier smoothing; the
valueF = 100 was used here. (Thorough numerical tests, including
comparison with the exact solution mentioned below as well as conver-
gence tests, have shown that the values of the smoothing parameterF
we used give converged solutions within the error bars quoted.) Table I
shows convergence studies forn2 = 2 andn2 = 72. Errors in the table
(maximum absolute values in the far field) were obtained by compar-
ison with a much more refined discretization:F = 200, M = 100,
Nr = 181, andN� = 301 in the casen2 = 2, andF = 200,M = 40,
Nr = 301, andN� = 295 for n2 = 72. Near field errors are gener-
ally larger by a factor of 10. As claimed, our algorithm resolves the
n2 = 2 configuration with an error of order10(�5) in a 13-s run. The
restart parameter required by GMRES was taken to equal 4 in the case
n2 = 2 and to equal 40 forn2 = 72. OH denotes the overhead, and
NO and NT denote the normalized quantities NO= 103OH=(M �Nr)
NT = 103(Time� OH)=(Restart� Iter �M � Nr). In order to insure
that these tests give an accurate measure of the error we applied the
same procedure to an off-center circle for which an analytical solution
is known. This geometry provides a nontrivial test for our solver since
it involves discontinuities in the refractive index within the domain of
integration. Our test circle has radius one and is centered at (2, 0). For
n2 = 2 usingM = 10, 20, and 40 our solver yields errors of2(�4),
3(�5), and4(�6), respectively. Forn2 = 72 usingM = 10, 20, and
40 modes we obtained errors of3(0), 2(�2), and2(�3), respectively,
in good agreement with the orders of the errors shown in Table I.
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A Low-Profile Conical Beam Loop Antenna with an
Electromagnetically Coupled Feed System

H. Nakano, K. Fujimori, and J. Yamauchi

Abstract—The radiation characteristics of a low-profile loop antenna are
evaluated using the method of moments (MoM). The loop having a circum-
ference of approximately two wavelengths is electromagnetically coupled
to a bent feed line and radiates a circularly polarized conical beam. The
frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio criterion is calculated to be ap-
proximately 0.5% for an antenna height of = 0 064 wavelengths. Over
the same bandwidth, the input impedance is approximately 50 ohms and
the gain is approximately 7 dB.

Index Terms—Electromagnetically coupled feed, loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a loop antenna is a linearly polarized (LP) radi-
ation element [1], [2]. Recent theoretical study has revealed that, when
two perturbation elements are added to a one-wavelength circumfer-
ence loop [3], an LP axial beam can be changed to a circularly polar-
ized (CP) axial beam.

Automobile communication systems often require a CP conical
beam antenna in addition to a CP axial beam antenna. For this require-
ment, this letter presents a low-profile loop antenna that radiates a CP
conical beam. For CP conical beam formation, a single perturbation
element is added to a loop whose circumference is approximately two
wavelengths.

Attention is paid to input impedance matching. To reduce the high-
input impedance of the conventional loop antenna fed directly from a
coaxial line, an electromagnetically coupled feed system is proposed.
The feed line in this system is not in contact with the loop, leading to
straightforward impedance matching.

II. DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 1 shows the configuration and coordinate system of a low-pro-
file loop antenna. The loop is made of a thin wire of radius�. The loop
of circumferenceC, backed by a conducting ground plane, has a pertur-
bation element of length�L at pointb. The distance from the ground
plane to the loop section (antenna height) and the angle made by the
x axis with lineo0-b (perturbation angle) are designated ash and�b,
respectively. The loop is supported by a dielectric material of relative
permittivity "r.

The feed system consists of a bent wiref -c-d of radius�F , which
is electromagnetically coupled to the loop (EM-coupled feed). The
curved section of the feed wirec-d is parallel to the loop and located
just under the loop. The vertical sectionf -c and the parallel sectionc-d
have lengths ofLV andLH , respectively.

Throughout this letter, the following parameters are chosen to be as
follows: � = 0:003�0 = 0:6 mm,h = 0:064�0 = 12:8 mm,"r � 1

(honeycomb material is used for a spacer), and�F = 0:0031�0 = 0:62
mm, where�0 (=200 mm) is the wavelength at a design frequency of
f0 = 1:5 GHz.

The loop circumference, perturbation element length, and bent wire
length are initially chosen to beC = 2�0, �L = 0:025 C, andLV +

LH = �0=4, respectively. Then these values are optimized such that
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